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ABSTRACT
This work, presents the intense light effect on electrical parameters of silicon solar such as short circuit current, open
circuit voltage, series and shunt resistances, maximum power, conversion efficiency, fill factor. After the resolution of
the continuity equation which leads to the solar cell photocurrent and photovoltage expressions, we use the J/V
characteristic to determine the solar cell series and shunt resistances. The maximum electric power of the solar cell is
determined using the curves of electric power versus junction dynamic velocity, and then, the fill factor and conversion
efficiency are calculated. Light concentration and junction dynamic velocity effects on solar cell short circuit current,
open circuit voltage, series and shunt resistances, electric power, fill factor and conversion efficiency are also studied.
The study proved that with increase of illumination light intensity, the solar cell shunt resistances decreases whereas
series resistance, short circuit current, open circuit voltage, electric power, fill factor and conversion efficiency
increases.
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INTRODUCTION
Illumination level is one of the main factors
which characterizes the electric power and conversion
efficiency of a silicon solar cell. Conversion efficiency
can also be influenced by the solar cell’s series and
shunt resistances. Experimental and modelling methods
of light effects on solar cell's parameters were proposed
in many studies: Intense light concentration silicon solar
cell [Pelanchon et al., 1992], high concentration solar
cell [Zoungrana, et al., 2012], bifacial silicon solar cells
[Ohtsuka, et al., 2001], rear-floating-emitter solar cell
and triode [Gupta, et al., 2002], n-C/p-Si heterojunction
solar cell [Vardanyan, et al., 1998].
It was proved in previous studies [Zoungrana, et
al., 2011] that light intensity has an influence on solar
cell photocurrent and photovoltage. Comparative studies
conducted on light effect on solar cells show that light
causes less damage on solar cells manufactured with
(MCZ) and CZ(Ga) materials than those manufactured
with FZ materials [Ohtsuka, et al., 2001].
The light concentration effect on the distribution
of carriers in the base of a silicon solar cell was
simulated by Pelanchon et al. [Pelanchon et al., 1992]
for two base doping levels in order to compare it with the

experimental ones. It appears in this study that the
profiles of carriers distribution obtained through
simulation and experience are identical for the two base
doping level. Khan et al. [Khan et al., 2010] proposed
also a study based on a diode model of illumination
intensity effect on the parameters of a silicon solar cell.
This study put in evidence that the shunt resistance
increases lightly with illumination intensity and then
becomes constant at higher values of illumination.
However, series resistance, ideality factor and short
circuit current decrease continuously with illumination
intensity, but the rate of decrease of each of these
parameters becomes smaller at higher illumination
intensity. In order to investigate the illumination effect on
solar cell, Deme et al. [Deme et al., 2010] proposed a
three dimensional study of illumination incidence angle
effect on a silicon solar cell capacitance and its
efficiency. This study pointed out that the solar cell
capacitance increases with illumination incidence angle
from 0 to π/2 rad and decrease from π/2 rad to π rad.
Since solar cell electrical parameters such as
short circuit current, open circuit voltage, electric power,
conversion efficiency and fill factor are directly link to
charge carriers distribution in the base, the illumination
level, which is a source of carrier photogeneration,
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influences these electrical parameters. In previous work
[Zoungrana et al 2011,], the effect of intense light
illumination have been studied on the carrier distribution
in the base of a silicon solar cell. It appeared in this
study
that
carrier
photogeneration,
junction
recombination velocity and back surface recombination
velocity increases with light intensity.
In this work we studied the effect of intense light
illumination level on short circuit current, open circuit
voltage, series and shunt resistances, electric power, fill
factor and conversion efficiency.

1.
1.1.

MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
Analytical formulation
The model of silicon solar cell operating under
an intense light concentration is given by figure 1 below.
The light penetrates the junction at the plane x = 0.
Because of the light intensity, carrier concentration in
the base is not uniform. So, we take into account the
electric field E (z ) due to the difference of carrier
concentration on x axis :
et al., 1992].

E  x    E  x i

[Pelanchon

Figure 1: Silicon solar cell under intense light illumination

Taking into account the intense light concentration

E x  , the expression of photocurrent

density in solar cell base jn is given by the equation of
electric field

transportation phenomenon in Eq. 1 [Zoungrana, et al.,
2012].

J n  eD n   e n  E ……………………… (1)
The expression of the electric field of carrier
concentration gradient is given by Eq. 2 [Pelanchon et
al., 1992].

E x  

1   x 

 p   n   x  x

D p  Dn

....................... (2)

where Dn and Dp are respectively electrons and holes
diffusion coefficients,

n

and

 p are electrons and

holes mobility, e is the elementary charge and δ(x) is the
excess minority carrier density in the base of the
illuminated solar cell.

1.2.

Determination and resolution of continuity
equation
The resolution of Eq. (1) taking into account the
expression of electric field due to the
carrier

concentration gradient given by Eq. (2) leads to the
electron photocurrent density expression along the x
axis:

 D n  p  D p  n  2 D n  n    x 
…... (3)
J nx  e 

n   p

 x





The expression of the photocurrent density can be
simplified as:

J nx  eDe

De

Dnp  Dp n  2Dnn
 x
with De 
...
n  p 
x

(4)

is the new expression of the diffusion coefficient of

the solar cell under intense light concentration.
In steady state, the general expression of excess
minority carriers distribution in the base of the solar cell
along the x axis is given by Eq. (5) [Pelanchon et al.,
1992; Deme et al., 2010; Zouma et al., 2009]:
 2 ( x )  ( x ) G( x )


 0 ………………… (5)
De
x 2
Le 2

Le

is the new expression of diffusion length of the solar

under intense light concentration, G(x) is the generation
rate of excess minority carrier [Deme et al., 2010; Sané
3
et al., 2015]:
G ( x )  C   a i  e  bi x
i 1
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and

ai

and

bi

 

are deduced from modelling of the

generation rate considered for over all the solar radiation
spectrum [Zoungrana et al., 2011, Deme et al., 2010;
Sané et al., 2015] C is solar light intensity expressed in
suns. The solution of the distribution equation Eq. (6) is:

  ( x  0,S f ) 
V ph S f  VT .ln1 

n0



 

3

 ( x )  Ach( x )  Bsh( x )   K i e  bi x ……. (6)



1
C  ai
K 
Le i D e Le  2  bi 2



.......... (8)

where q is electric charge, VT is the thermal voltage
given by: VT = kB.T / q, no expresses the carrier
2
concentration at thermodynamic equilibrium: no = ni /
NB. ni represents the intrinsic carrier concentration (ni =
10
-3
10 cm for silicon), NB is the base doping density (NB
16
-3
= 10 cm ) and kB is the Boltzmann’s constant.

i 1

With

 ( x )
……………………… (7)
x x  0

J ph S f  q De



The coefficients A and B are obtained by solving the
boundary conditions equations at the two edges of the
base region (x=0 and x=H) [Pelanchon et al., 1992;
Zoungrana et al., 2011; Zouma et al., 2009].

1.4.

Expression of series and shunt resistances
The series and shunt resistances are
respectively deduced from the behavior of the solar cell
near the open circuit and the short circuit. In fact, on the
J-V characteristic, near the short circuit, the solar cell
behaves like an ideal current generator associated with
a shunt resistance [Sissoko et al., 1998; Garrido et al;
1999].

1.3.

Expression of photocurrent density and
photovoltage
Knowing the carrier distribution in the base of the solar
cell, we can deduct the expressions of photocurrent and
photovoltage as given in following equations (7) and (8):

A part of the short circuit current is derived in the shunt
resistance. The expression of the photovoltage across the
external load is:



 

V ph ( S f )  Rsh  J sc  J S f

And then, shun resistance can be deduced as :

R sh 

V( S f )
( J sc  J ( S f ))

………………………

(9)

Figure 2: Equivalent electrical model
of the solar cell in short circuit

J sc

is the short circuit current

On the J-V characteristic, close to the open circuit, the solar cell operates like a real voltage generator, which
resembles an ideal voltage generator with an internal series resistance Rs which causes a voltage drop resulting in a
decrease of the output voltage.

The expression of the photovoltage across the external load
is:

V ( S f )  Vco  Rs .J ( S f )
And then series resistance is :

Rs 
Figure 3: Electrical model of the solar cell
near open circuit

Vco

Vco  V ( S f )
J( S f )

…………………………………. (10)

is the open circuit voltage
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2.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1
Effect of light concentration on shunt resistance
Figures 4 and 5 follow show the effect of light intensity on the short circuit current and shunt resistance of the solar
cell.

Figure 4: Effect of light intensity on short circuit
current density

We observe on these figures that with the
increase of light intensity, the short circuit current
density increases whereas the shunt resistance
decreases. The increase of short circuit current density
means that, the quantity of charge carriers which cross
the solar cell junction to participate to the current
increase with light intensity increases. This situation is
the consequence of the increase of the photogeneration
of charge carrier with light intensity [Zoungrana et al.,
2011]. If the quantity of carriers which cross the junction

Figure 6: Effect of light intensity on open circuit
photovoltage

Figure 5: Effect of light intensity on shunt
resistance

increase, the number of carriers which disappear in this
region also increase. Consequently there will be
increase in leakage current and indicating a decrease in
shunt resistance.
2.2.

Effect of light concentration on series
resistance
The following figures 6 and 7 show the effect of light
intensity on the open circuit photovoltage and the series
resistance
of
the
solar
cell.

Figure 7:
Effect of light intensity on series
resistance

EFFECT OF LIGHT INTENSITY ON THE PERFORMANCE OF SILICON SOLAR CELL
We observe on figures 6 and 7 that with the
increase of light intensity, the open circuit voltage and
series resistance increase. The increase of open circuit
photovoltage with light intensity is the consequence of
the increase of the quantity of the charge carriers close
to the junction of the solar cell with the increase of light
intensity. Indeed, if the quantity of charge carriers
increases with the increase of light intensity, in open
circuit voltage, all these carriers are blocked near the
junction, which reflect as increase in the open circuit
voltage. The increase of series resistance with the
increase of light intensity is also the consequence of
carriers accumulation close the junction. Indeed, the
increase of charge carriers presence in solar cell base
leads to an increase of their losses and this
phenomenon is characterized physically by an increase
of the series resistance. The increase of series
resistance with the increase of the light intensity will
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have as consequence an increase of the voltage drop
due to the series resistance and then, a decrease of
photovoltage across the external charge load.
2.3

Effect of light concentration on the solar cell
electric power
From equations (7) and (8), the expression of
the electric power of the solar cell which is function of
junction dynamic velocity S f is expressed as [Zerbo et
al., 2011]:

Pel ( S f )  V ph ( S f )  J ph ( S f ) ……………… (11)
The curves of figure 8 show the effect of the
junction dynamic velocity and the light intensity on the
electric power delivered to an external load resistance.

Figure 8: Effect of light intensity on electric power of external load resistance.

We observe on figure 8 that the curves of the
electric power of the solar cell have the same shape with
those of previous work [Zerbo et al., 2015]. We note also
that, in accordance with photovoltage and photocurrent
increase with light intensity, the maximum electric power
increases with light intensity. We observe also in figure 8

that the maximum of the curves of all values of light
intensity have the same value of junction dynamic
velocity S f

 103.75  5623,413 cm.s 1 .

Table 1: Light intensity effect on short circuit current, open circuit voltage and maximum electric power.
Light concentration C (suns)
25
50
75
100
125
2
Jcc (A/cm )
0.783
1.565
2.348
3.13
3.913
Vco (V)
0.673
0.691
0.702
0.709
0.715
2
Pelmax (W/cm )
0.452
0.931
1.421
1.917
2.419

The results of Table 1 confirm the increase of the short
circuit current density, the open circuit voltage and the
maximum electric power with increase in light intensity.
2.4

Effect of light concentration on solar cell
conversion efficiency and fill factor
From the maximum electric power of the solar cell and
the illumination light power, its conversion efficiency is
expressed as [Zerbo et al., 2015; El-Shaer et al., 2014;
Barro et al., 2015]:



Pel max
Pinc

…………………………….. (12)

Pinc is the power of the incident light flux. For a
solar cell under light illumination intensity and under Air
2
Mass of 1,5 standard conditions (1000 W/m ), the power
2
of incident light is around 720 W/m [Equer, 1994].
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Thus, for a C suns light concentration, Pinc is assume to
be: Pinc  0 ,072 W / cm 2 xC  R W / cm 2 .
Given the short circuit current and the open
circuit voltage, we can also deduce the solar cell fill
factor as given in equation (13) [El-Shaer et al., 2014;
Barro et al., 2015]:

FF 

Pel max
Vco  J cc

………………………. (13)

Table 2 below shows the effect of intense light
concentration on the solar cell fill factor and conversion
efficiency.

Table 2: Light intensity effects on solar cell fill factor and conversion efficiency.
Light concentration C (suns)
25
50
75
100
2
Pin (W/cm )
1.8
3.6
5.4
7.2
2
Pelmax (W/cm )
0.452
0.931
1.421
1.917
Fill factor FF
0.8576
0.8609
0.8621
0.8638
Efficiency  (%)
25.111
25.861
26.315
26.625

The results in table 2 show that the fill factor and
the conversion efficiency of the solar cell increase with
increase in light intensity. The increase of the fill factor
with light concentration is thoroughly in agreement with
the open circuit voltage and short circuit current increase
with light intensity. The fill factor is the ratio representing
the maximum electric power which can be extracted
from a solar cell as oppose to the real electric power
produce by the solar cell. This behavior means that, the
quantity of charge carriers photogenerated in the base
of the solar cell which cross the solar cell's junction
increases with light intensity. The increase of carriers
photogenaration in solar cell base leads also to an
increase of the losses of carrier in this region, which can
be physically interpreted by the increase of the solar cell
series resistance increase [Zoungrana et al., 2011].
The solar cell conversion efficiency increases
with the light intensity. That means that the quantity of
carriers that cross the solar cell junction to participate to
current increases with light intensity. This behavior also
means that the decrease of solar cell's shunt resistance
with light intensity does not imply a degradation of the
performance of the solar cell. Rather it is an increase of
carriers losses at the solar cell's junction due to the
increase of charge carriers presence at the junction.
CONCLUSION
This work put in evidence that, with the increase
of intense light intensity, the quantity of carriers
photogenerated in the base of the solar cell and which
cross the junction increases. The increase of carriers
generation in the base further leads to an increase of
carriers recombination in this base of the solar cell. The
recombination of carriers in the base of the solar cell is
characterized by the increase of the series resistance of
the solar cell. Also the increase of the quantity of
carriers that cross the solar cell's junction leads also to
an increase of carriers losses at the solar cell's junction.
The increase of carriers losses at the junction of the
solar cell is characterized by the decrease of the shunt
resistance of the solar cell.
Although carrier losses increase in the base of
the solar cell and its junction, we observe that the short
circuit current density and the open circuit voltage
increase with light intensity increase, and then lead to
the increase of solar cell's fill factor. In the same way,
we observe that although the recombination at junction
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2.419
0.8646
26.878

increases with light intensity, it appears through this
study that the electric power delivered by the solar cell
to an external load resistance increases with light
intensity. This increase leads to an increase of solar
cell's conversion efficiency. The increase of solar cell's
fill factor and its conversion efficiency with light intensity
increase means that light intensity increase improves
the performance of the solar cell.
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